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1. SUMMARY
The Central Control1 Unit (CCU), accompanied by the Independent Observer (Global
Witness), carried out a mission in Annual Cutting Permit (ACP) No. 01 of the Forest
Management Unit (FMU) 09 017, from February 4 to 5, 2003.
The mission was recommended by the Environment and Forests South Provincial
Delegate and aimed to confirm or invalidate the exploitation of non-authorised
species and excess of volume awarded, two infractions held against FIPCAM by an
official report of the 14th of October 2002 established by the Mvila Departmental
Delegation. The Provincial Delegation states that this litigation, sent to the Ministry of
the Environment and Forests (MINEF) several months ago, remains without followup.
After a complete investigation of the ACP under exploitation in the concerned FMU
and a careful examination of the various documents gathered in the field and in
SIGIF2, the Independent Observer (IO):
o Confirms the contents of the mission report and official report
No.175/PVCI/MINEF/DPEFS/DDEFMV/SDF holding against FIPCAM an
exploitation of Wengué for a volume of 35.87 m3 of timber over the authorised
volume for the operating year 2002-2003;
o Notes that, while refusing to sign the official report on the instruction of his
hierarchy, Mr. Francis Carré, FIPCAM’s Director of exploitation,
acknowledged having exploited red Padouk instead of white Padouk
mentioned on the ACP Certificate. More than 424 m3 of timber were
seemingly exploited without authorisation.
In view of the above, the Independent Observer recommends:
o The pursuit of the litigation bearing on the illegal exploitation of FMU 09 017
as stated by the official report No.175/PVCI/MINEF /DPEFS/
DDEFMV/SDV of the 14th of October 2002 established by the Head of Mvila
Forests section;
o If the original of the official report mentioned above has disappeared, to
summon FIPCAM representatives to a new official hearing for non-authorised
exploitation of a State Forest in excess of volume and species awarded.
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“Control” in the context of this report means “Law Enforcement” or to “check compliance with law”.
SIGIF Système Informatique de Gestion des Informations is a Forestry automated information system.
Part of the program of sustainable management of Cameroonian forests.
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2. COMPOSITION OF THE MISSION
The mission was composed of two CCU officials, namely Mrs Essono Danièle and
Mr. Kongape Jean. It included, among others, Mr. Egbe Samuel, Mr. Afene Obam
James, a representative for the Head of the forest law enforcement South Provincial
Brigade, and two members of the Independent Observer’s technical team.

3. RESOURCES USED
-

1 4x4 pick-up truck
1 Motorcycle
3 GPS
1 Cameras
1 Laptop

4. CONSTRAINTS
The mission was only allocated two days. The long distance to be covered in order to
reach the area of exploitation seriously reduced the time devoted to investigations in
the field.

5. RESULTS OF THE MISSION
5.1. Brief review of exploitation within FMU 09 017
ACP No. 01 of FMU 09 017 is under exploitation by FIPCAM for the operating year
2002-2003. On the 5th of February 2003, this ACP’s certificate was modified.
On the 14th of October 2002, the Environment and Forests Mvila Departmental
Delegation carried out a control mission in FMU 09 017. This mission held in an
official report several infractions against FIPCAM, notably forest exploitation in
excess of the awarded volume, the exploitation of a non-authorised species, and a
cumulative fraud of wrong processing of field documents (Appendix 1 and 2).
An estimate of sums owed as damages was also established by the Departmental
Delegation (Appendix 3).
According to the South Provincial Delegate, this file was transmitted to the Ministry
of the Environment and Forests (MINEF) central services where it disappeared,
thereby blocking the litigation proceedings.
5.2 Observations made by the Independent Observer
a) Over exploitation of ACP 01 of FMU 09 017
a.1. Excess over authorised volume
From the investigations carried out by the Independent Observer, FIPCAM exploited
35.87m3 in excess of the authorised volume, as indicated by the official report
established against FIPCAM by the Departmental Delegation (see table 1 below and
Appendix 2).
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Table 1: Over-exploitation of a species
Species

Volume authorised in m3

Wengué

59

Volume felled in m3

Excess in m3

94,87

35,87

This conclusion results from a comparison between, on the one hand, volumes
authorised by the annual ACP Certificate No.1, operating year 2002-2003 (Appendix
4) and, on the other hand, the volumes indicated on the DF103 leaflets for the same
operating year.
a.2. Exploitation of a non-authorised species
As indicated by the official report established by the Provincial Delegation,
FIPCAM’s Director of Exploitation acknowledged having exploited red Padouk
instead of White Padouk mentioned on the Certificate of the ACP valid until the 4th of
February 2003.
The IO confirms that the species red Padouk was not specified on the ACP Certificate
No. 01 of FMU 09 017 until the 5th of February 2003. Only white Padouk was
specified on this certificate (Appendix 4). In other words, the exploitation by
FIPCAM of this species (red Padouk), for a volume of 424.365 m3 of timber, before
the 5th of February 2003, constitutes no less than “…non-authorised forest
exploitation in a State forest…without prejudices of damages on timber exploited…”,
previewed by Article 158 of the 1994 forest law.
The IO also noted that FIPCAM consciously or unconsciously used the code number
of white Padouk (1128) to mark red Padouk whose code is 1127 (Appendix 5). Was
this to dissimulate the fact that it was not authorised to exploit red Padouk that
FIPCAM used the white Padouk code? The IO did not have an answer to this
question.
For the two infractions noted above, FIPCAM could incur penal sanctions (fines
and/or imprisonment), civil sanctions (damages previewed by Article 159 of the 1994
forest law), and administrative sanctions (suspension and/or withdrawal of
exploitation titles previewed by articles 130-133 of the Decree of the 23rd of August
1995).

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The mission allowed the Independent Observer to conclude that FIPCAM exploited
more than 35 m3 of Wengué over the authorised volume, during the operating year
2002-2003. It is also established that FIPCAM exploited a non-authorised species (red
Padouk) for a volume of 424.365 m3. Finally, this company used the code of the
species white Padouk to mark red Padouk.
In view of the above, and taking account of the litigation opened by the Mvila
Departmental Delegation against the presumed responsible for the illegal exploitation
concerned here, the Independent Observer recommends:
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DF10 Document detailing volume of wood extracted from the forest for a valid title
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o The pursuit of the litigation bearing on the illegal exploitation of FMU 09 017
as stated by the official report No. 175/PVCI/MINEF /DPEFS/
DDEFMV/SDV of the 14th of October 2002 established by the Head of Mvila
Forests section;
o If the original official report mentioned above has disappeared, to summon
FIPCAM representatives to a new official hearing for non-authorised
exploitation of a State Forest in excess of volume and species awarded.
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